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DAILY TIME LOG
Dennis U. Fisher*
The daily time log is designed to help you control
your time. If you are short of time or are not satisfied
with your accomplishments at the end of the day, this
time log may help. To improve your use of time you
must know how you are currently using it.
The answer to several questions may help you
analyze your performance. Did establishing daily
goals improve your performance? What was the
longest time you concentrated on one task without
interruption? Which interruptions were the most
costly? How can they be reduced or eliminated? Are
you recording results or activities? Do your daily
goals and activities contribute to your long-range
goals? What are two or three steps which could
improve your pelformance tomorrow?
The time log compares your daily goals and actual
performance. Making this comparison each day for 1
week will highlight your weaknesses and encourage
the development of good habits. The procedure can
profitably be repeated twice a year.
Instructions
The following paragraphs explain the use of this
form. Your secretary may record your daily activities,
but you must fill in the other information and evaluate
your pelformance.
Goals by Priorities. List your goals for the day. Write
them as results, not activities. Be sure they can be
accomplished. List the most important goal first.
These goals should be consistent with and contribute
to your long-range objectives.
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Time. Record your activities for each 1.5 minutes.
Accomplishments must be recorded throughout the
day. If recording is postponed until noon, quitting
time or evening, the benefit of the exercise will be
lost.
Activity (Result). The purpose of time manag m nt is
accomplishment. Results are preferable to activiti s.
Goals. Enter the goal number that the activity (result)
contributes to. If that activity doesn't contribute to
any of your daily goals, enter a code numher to
indicate this.
Priorities. How important was the activity (result)?
Use this number code to indicate importance:
1 important and urgent
2 important and not urgent
3 urgent and not important
4 routine
Evaluation. This is your opportunity to assess the
appropriateness of your daily activities and take cor-
rective action. Here are some suggested actions:
1. Delegate to _
2. Train to handle.
3. Next time, ask for 's recommendation.
4. Next time, say" 0."
5. Consolidate or eliminate.
Fill out the evaluation at the end of each day and
choose your goals for the next day.
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DAILY TIME LOG FOR __
(date)
Goals by Priorities:
(1) _
(2) _
(3) _
(4) _
(5) _
(6) _
Time Activity (Result) Goal Priority Evaluation
